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On 29th November the City Council’s Transportation
Committee met to discuss the Report from the Traffic
Working Group on which DVCS has been represented.
During Working Group meetings we have discussed a
range of ways to reduce the volume of traffic travelling
through the village, as a short-cut to and from the city
centre.  We have also had detailed discussions about
adjustments which may be made within the village to
address problems of speed in the Causeway, and
blockages in Old Church Lane.  We have been
conscious throughout that we do not want a solution
which simply improves the passage of vehicles through
the village so that volume will further increase; nor have
we suggested that all the solution lies outwith the village. 

COUNCIL TO PRESS FOR 20MPH LIMIT IN HOLYROOD PARK
monitoring to ensure that Council action achieves
results.  The Working Group will continue, and DVCS
will continue to be engaged in the discussions. The
Residents’ Association sought the transfer of all traffic
from the Causeway onto Old Church Lane, with parking
restrictions on Old Church Lane to free up traffic
movement.  During the Working Group discussions the
DVCS has made it clear that this was unacceptable to
the majority of the community. There will be an
opportunity for individuals to make known their own
views when the Council consults the community on
traffic calming measures in the village in the New Year.

Next steps will include
• Council pressure on Historic Scotland to reduce the
speed limit in Holyrood Park to 20 mph, and so make it
less attractive as a short cut and more attractive as a park;
• Consultation with the community on improved traffic
calming measures in the village;
• Consideration of the extension of the Council’s
Active Travel Action Plan to Holyrood Park which will put
emphasis on making roads safer for pedestrians and
cyclists.

Copies of the Working Group Report to the Committee
may be viewed on the City Council website or an email
version can be obtained from the Secretary
(lindsay@dodin.idps.co.uk ).

The Residents Association sought the transfer of all traffic…….

We had an excellent response from members in our
request for members tolobby NTS Trustees in July. 
They were left in no doubt about the community’s deep
unhappiness at, and disapproval of, the actions they
are taking.  However the Board of Trustees is still
determined to push ahead with proposals to remove
the restrictions on the McNiven Bequest, and to sell
the land to us at market value.

The Executive Committee therefore decided that it was
important to take professional advice, both on the
question of the McNiven Funds and on the valuation of
the land.  We consulted solicitors and an appropriate
land valuer  and their reports have now been lodged
with the NTS.

THE COMMUNITY LAND - AN UPDATE

continued on P2

An early success was achieved with the enforcement
of legislation banning commercial vehicles in the Park,
and the Council Report stresses the importance of this
continuing, and being monitored.  The very useful
preparatory report commissioned by the DVCS from
Fairhurst Transport Consultants formed one of the key
documents on which the Group took forward discussion.
 
Nick Marshall for DVCS and Eileen Foulner for the
Residents’ Association made representations to the
Committee.  DVCS supported the measures proposed
by the Council, but stressed the need for follow-up



Dear Resident
You will see from this issue of The Paddock that the
two main issues facing us today are the attempt by
the National Trust for Scotland to take the McNiven
Bequest from the community into its general fund, 
and the perennial through-traffic problem. I will just
update you on the former in this letter.

I was shocked when the Trust came to us, out of the
blue, with the proposition that the bequest, made by
former resident and DVCS secretary,  Miss McNiven,
was to be requisitioned by
them to use as they choose.
In her Will she made it her
express wish that the NTS
use the bequest for
Duddingston Village and its
history. Now, the NTS is
short of money and sees us
as an easy victim. But we do
not intend to be that! NTS
obtained legal advice that
the Bequest was
“unrestricted” i.e. they could
do what they like with it.  Our
independent legal advice
tells us that this is not the
case.  The funds should  be
used as Miss McNiven wished.  This is an important
first step to refute the one-sided legal advice that
they were acting upon.  It was important to
demonstrate that NTS must stop thinking that they
can impose any solution that they like on us. We
may be much smaller than NTS but we will not
surrender to bullying. As I have reminded the NTS,
the money actually came from one of us!!!

I cannot report to you much progress in the two
meetings which our Secretary and I have had with
them, because there has not been any! But we have
left them in no doubt that we will not accept their
new interpretation of the Will being imposed on us

just because they are short of money elsewhere. We
have told them that if they push us into a corner where
they take all the funds and assets, which probably
stand at around £600,000 or more, we will fight. What
else can we do? We have nothing to lose!  We would
only do so if we were forced into a corner and had
no other way out.  So I do hope that they will sit down
and hold a proper negotiation with us.  We are not
unreasonable, we are prepared to look at ways to
help them.

So I am sorry that this is not
a very happy Christmas
message; our inheritance is
certainly at risk and it is really
surprising that the NTS
should take such
confrontational action.  This
may be a long haul and it
may be costly to get justice
but we simply cannot afford
to lose such a large bequest.
Although we have sufficient
funds at present I hope that
you will support the DVCS
financially should we need to
incur further costs.

Before I close with the last message of 2011 I would
like to express thanks to our most dedicated
Secretary, Lindsay Crofts, and to all of our excellent
Executive Committee.

I will update you in the New Year but, in the meantime,
have a lovely Christmas and New Year. It would be
nice if it were white but perhaps not quite as white
for quite as long as last year!
With best wishes to you and your families.

Malcolm Windsor
Chairman, Duddingston Village Conservation Society

THE COMMUNITY LAND - AN UPDATE (continued from P1)
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In respect of the value of the land – which the NTS has
offered to sell to us for £75,000 -  our valuer concludes
that, given the burdens placed upon it when it
transferred to NTS ownership, it has a “de minimus”
value. Indeed it will require funds to run and to maintain
it as a Community garden.

However, of much greater matter is the question of
the legality of NTS requisitioning the McNiven Bequest
for its own purposes.  The detailed legal advice which
we have received is that these funds should properly
be applied in accordance with Miss McNiven’s wishes.

We believe that, in the light of this advice, a copy of
which we have passed to the NTS, the decision taken
by the NTS Board earlier this year to divert these funds
away from Duddingston must be reconsidered.

The NTS and DVCS  remain, therefore, very far apart
in their expectations but  the DVCS’s determination is
undimmed.  Our Chairman, Malcolm Windsor, has
sought a meeting with the Chairman and the Chief
Executive of the NTS in an effort to reach a more
appropriate settlement of affairs than the NTS is
currently prepared to consider.

LETTER FROM THE CHAIR



Thanks also to the Kirk for lending their
tables and to the Sheep Heid who
generously donated the prizes for the
quiz.  The Sheep Heid prize of an
evening at the Skittle Alley was won by
Steve Harvey’s team. Steve invites us
all  for a village skittle match in January
– see back page for details.
Here are a few memories of the day.

barbecue and tested our knowledge and
memories.  On Sunday, the bakers of
the village had been busy, the bottle stall
was abuzz,  and books were flying off
the shelves.  Thanks to all the many
volunteers who helped to set up and run
the stalls, man the barbecue, and take
down the marquee at the end of the day
before the high winds of Monday.

Despite rain and high winds
throughout September, the sun
shone on the weekend of the 10th/
11th, and the Village and friends
came together to enjoy a very
successful festival.  On Saturday
evening Tim and Iain again delivered
a hugely enjoyable – and very
challenging – quiz as we sat by the

Our own Lewis DeMelo from The
Causeway is set to embark on the
experience of a lifetime – hopefully
with some help from the
Duddingston community.  He has
been selected by the Project Trust
for a 12 month teaching placement
to Thailand.

Project Trust is a Charity which
since 1967 has been sending gap
year students  on educational

EDUCATION AND ADVENTURE –  A YEAR TEACHING IN THAILAND

THE VILLAGE FESTIVAL

volunteering placements to more than
60 countries.

But in order to go to Thailand in
August 2012 Lewis needs to raise
£5,100 and is appealing to the
Duddingston community to support
him.  Any donation you can make will
help him achieve his ambition.

How To Donate
Please make cheques payable to
Project Trust and send them to:
Lewis De Melo, 24 The Causeway,
Duddingston Village,
Edinburgh,EH15 3PZ. (Tel: 0131
468 1177; Mob:07951 425759;
 luiche-d@hotmail.com) or donate
online at: http://
u k . v i r g i n m o n e y g i v i n g . c o m /
LewisDeMelopt

‘Without your donations this trip
will not be possible. I really would
appreciate all your support.’
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It’s been unseasonably warm this month.
Butterflies and bumble bees have been
seen, roses and poppies are blooming, and
birds are beginning to collect for nests again.
The Physic Garden is underway after
much delay and hopefully it will be
completed by the spring.

The Miller Hall in the Manse Garden is
now  complete and the entrance to Dr
Neil’s Garden is back to normal (and the
toilets at the entrance to the garden are
fully functional again!)  The garden has
always much of interest to offer whatever
the time of year, and visitors are always
assured of a welcome.

Dr NEIL’S GARDEN



.

NEWS FROM THE FIELD

Over several days in October and early November, the
field was surveyed for drawing at a scale of 1:500, with
vertical height contours at 1m intervals. 

The School of Classics, History and Archaeology in the
University kindly lent us a Zeiss 080 theodolite and the
accompanying kit.  For me, it was a delight to have hands
and eye on the “old” teaching instrument again - so much
more satisfying than the modern laser-facilitated
electronic distance measuring device. The operator has
to understand and control what he or she is doing - which
is why this instrument is still vital for teaching.

Edinburgh Council owns the field behind Duddingston
Village.  After a series of open meetings to gauge
the level of community interest, they have granted
the Field Group (an independent voluntary
organisation set up with support from DVCS) a
community lease.

Since then, we’ve put together an outline plan, set
up a small tree nursery and run  events to collect
tree seeds and plant saplings.

A team from the vil lage has carried out a
topographical survey of the entire field and produced
a 1:500 scale plan. We’ve been successful in
applying for funds to run various activities, including
planting the woodland and orchard.  The Orchard
Sub-Group has met to plan the community orchard.

Everyone in the conservation area and people from
neighbouring areas are welcome to join and
membership  is free.  Members are kept informed
through email and newsletters and invited to
participate in events and activities.

Send your contact details to:
fieldgroupduddingston@gmail.com and we will keep
you up to date with events.  More information at
http://duddingstonfieldgroup.posterous.com/pages/
the-story-so-far
and
http://www.thefieldgroup.org.uk.

Costs include the rent, tools, cost of trees and admin.
£5 would buy two woodland trees and provide stakes
and protection for them. £25 would make you a
‘Golden Apple’ member - an apple tree would be
planted and tagged with your name (optional). £150
would buy a pack of 105 woodland trees from the
Woodland Trust. Every little helps!

Please make cheques payable to “The Field Group
(Duddingston)” and give to one of the steering group
or send to Jimmy Corcoran, Treasurer, The Field
Group (Duddingston), 46 The Causeway, Edinburgh,
EH15 3PZ

 
Iain Jackson was a consistent, intelligent and infinitely
patient wielder of the Sopwith staff.  Euan Jackson and
Jack Capener also gave  valuable help.  Over a total of
about three working days we logged over 800 readings,
and Iain must have walked up and down several
kilometres of ground.  We were lucky to have some
mild, sunny and calm days in late October, and to be
fortified, from time to time, by Nick Marshall’s (non-
alcoholic!) elderflower fizz.
 
All this to accomplish what it is hoped will help towards
forming a firm knowledge-base for the development of
this exciting new resource.

Roger Mercer

THE FIELD DELINEATED

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Sat 17th Dec - Willow planting
Sat 14th Jan - Wilding collection,seed sowing
Sat 18th Feb -  Grafting workshop (TBC)
Sat 17th March - Orchard planting

Everyone is welcome. More information will
be circulated nearer to the events.

The hens are happy at the lower end of The Field. They
have new spaces to forage and are helping to clear
and fertilise the ground. They've had a busy summer,
producing around 10 eggs a day, but production has
been falling. Some of them are 'getting on a bit' and
many were bought as 'retired' hens. We've decided
not to replenish the flock until spring.

The Egg Station, where we used to pay for eggs and
veg, has been moved into what used to be the hen-
house, in the top area of the Land. We won’t have
enough eggs to distribute till spring, but the shed is a
good, dry place to share eggs, vegetables and any pro-
duce you want to distribute or donate. If you think we
might owe you money – some people paid in advance
for eggs – please contact one of us: Christine Murdoch,
Saskia Gavin, Alex Howarth or Jo Tait.

CHICKENS IN THE FIELD

PLEASE CONTRIBUTE

THE STORY SO FAR
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The Community Land has been
buzzing with activity all summer
and autumn.  We have had the
most productive year so far with
our vegetables, thanks in no
small part to the manure from the
over-wintering chickens and from
Mrs McDougall’s horses, the
rotted vegetable matter from our
compost bins, and autumn
sowing of plants for nitrogenous
green manure. We now have 3
newly built compost bins in the
top garden made out of recycled
old wood.

Best croppers have undoubtedly
been broad beans, runner beans,
spinach, white turnips, red
cabbage, autumn sprouting
broccoli and tatties of many
varieties. If you didn’t taste them
you really missed out and need
to help with the harvesting and

We have been busy replacing,
repairing and adding to the
compost boxes in the top section
of the community garden.  Please
contribute your kitchen and
garden waste (no meat, metal,
wood, plastics etc).  Your left-
overs can help the garden grow.

They will always be put to good use
by the Garden or Field Groups  We
can use spare pots of any size.
Please leave them near compost
heaps in old chickenyard (top
garden).

Few will remember the overgrown rubbish dump
which, 40 years on is now the Bawsinch Nature
Reserve. It is an object lesson in what
can be achieved with a combination of
vision and persistence. Walk through the
shady rides of a representative selection
of the trees and shrubs of the UK.  Peer
into the ponds and hope to see frogs.
Listen to the crows and rooks as they
settle into their roost; watch from the hide
to see  the variety of birds living on and
visiting the loch. Sit by the roadside and
watch the heronry come to life in the
spring. Enjoy the wildflowers along the
walkway into the reserve. And all of this
was once a dump! Like all projects, this
one has been a huge volunteer effort, but
one person was the guiding light. Colin MacLean, a
forester by training and trade, reached the good old

COMMUNITY GARDEN NEWS - AUTUMN ABUNDANCE
our other materials in it, along with
a good selection of garden tools
which have been donated by
residents over recent months.

The old chicken shed is now moved
to a firmer site and will serve as the
egg station and vegetable store – so
you know where to look for picked
veg.

All of our efforts received much
praise from the UK judges for Britain
in Bloom, where we are now a fixture
as part of the City of Edinburgh
Council entry. Judges who had been
a few years ago praised our efforts
and noticed real progress saying it
was a model of how community
gardens should be.

Thanks to all our willing workers and
to Claudia, our day a week gardener,
for all of their efforts.

Roger CroftsLOVELY, LOVELY
COMPOST!!

THE TRANSFORMATION OF BAWSINCH
age of 90 recently and retired from his long-standing
role of Convenor of the Bawsinch and Duddingston

Reserve Committee. It is to folk like Colin
that we owe so much. Go and enjoy the
place at the open days (2pm for
approximately two hours on the first
Sunday of each month from April to
October in 2012 – either  make use of the
hide or simply walk the same route at your
own pace. There will be no charge but
donations are welcome.) SWT is also
happy to try to arrange visits for small
groups at other times.  Or better still join
the Scottish Wildlife Trust and you can
hire a key to the reserve and the bird hide
and enjoy yourself in the tranquillity of a
place for nature so near to the city centre.

Thanks to Colin and all of his volunteer team we have
a place that is transformed for all to see and enjoy.

DON’T THROW OUT YOUR OLD
PLANT POTS
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eating next year. The red cabbages
were so large we had to cut them
up to sell at the Village Festival. And,
of course, we have had a steady
supply of eggs from the chickens
who seem happy in their new
surroundings.

The marquee took a bit of damage
in the May storms but successful
repairs mean that it is  fine for next
year. It has been well used over the
year for lots of different events and
activities.

In the Paddock, we have built a
splendid new shed using the existing
walls as three sides and placing a
transparent roof over the top and a
wooden front with two large doors.
The technical expertise of village
lads has been put to good use in its
design and construction. It is now as
water tight as possible and we are
able to store the marquee and all of

Come along on the last sunday
of each month:

COMMUNITY GARDEN
WORK DAYS

29 Jan
26 Feb
25 Mar
29 April

27 May
24 June
29 July
26 Aug

30 Sept
28 Oct
25 Nov



Duddingston House from the Air (by kind

Congratulations to Alex and Judith Stewart of the
Causeway who celebrated their Golden Wedding An-
niversary with friends and family on 8th of October.
Here you see the happy couple with daughter
Rebekah and son Jason.

GOLDEN COUPLE

Former Holy Rood High School pupil Rebecca Scotland
has won the prestigious British Nutrition Foundation Award
for gaining the highest mark in Scotland for her Advanced
Higher Health and Food Technology dissertation. The
award scheme is designed to promote interest in and
awareness of good practice in food and nutrition and to
recognise and reward achievement.

TOP AWARD FOR REBECCA

Tim Chalk
Italian Shoes  by Henning Mankell, best known for
his Wallander crime novels. Same evocative writing
and haunting landscape, but no blood or murder -
very good.

Leonora Harding
Memoirs of a Highland Lady by Elizabeth Grant of
Rothiemurchus. Canongate Classics.
At our village festival in September I picked up this
book which Kay Orr assured me I would really enjoy.
And she was right.

Elizabeth Grant recalls a childhood travelling between
London, Twyford and Rothiemurchus where she spends
her summers, sometimes idyllic, playing with her brother
and other siblings, but also mainly around of house visits
(a map helps) local events ( such as bringing the timber
down the river) and learning the crafts of being a lady
(with a series of quite strict governesses). It’s a

WHAT ARE THE TOP TITLES
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Princess Royal who is patron of the British Nutrition
Foundation. The awards were sponsored by Marks and
Spencer plc, Rebecca also received a cheque for £100
and the Food and Textile Technology department received
one for £200. After the awards ceremony they attended a
lunch organised by the British Nutrition Foundation at the
Royal College of Physicians.

The photograph is of teacher Janice Watson, Graeme
Finlay, Qualifications Manager from SQA and Rebecca.

Rebecca’s research centred round the topic of different
supermarket brands and was entitled ‘Which brand is best
for pocket, palate and health?’. Her findings were very
interesting and illustrated that the most expensive brands
are not always the tastiest or healthiest!

Rebecca and her teacher, Miss Watson were flown to
London where they both received awards from HRH the



d permission of Cyberhawk Innovations)

At its meeting in September 2011 the Craigentinny
and Duddingston Partnership  reviewed plans for
tackling severe weather this winter and  held a wide
ranging discussion on community safety.

Its next meeting will be on 24 January 2012 at
Lochend Restalrig Community Hub.  The next
meeting of the Environment Forum (a sub group of
the Partnership) will take place on 12 January 2012
at 10am in Northfield Community Centre.  This
meeting is intended as a planning meeting to
determine the environment priorities for the area
which the group should be addressing.

Anyone in the area of Craigentinny and Duddingston
is welcome to attend.  DVCS Committee members
make every effort to cover these meetings, which
the group itself recognizes are set at times which
are inconvenient for many;  so if you cannot attend
but want to raise any issue please be in touch with
the Secretary (lindsay@dodin.idps.co.uk or 0131 661
7858).

CRAIGENTINNY AND DUDDINGSTON
COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP

S ON YOUR READING LIST?

fascinating insight into early 19th century life at least
for one stratum of society.

Roger Crofts
When a Billion Chinese Jump by Jonathon Watts
published by Faber and Faber.
A fascinating book on China and climate change.
More than a travelogue. ‘…an incredible journey that
takes us through today’s China – and our tomorrow.’

Evensong – A new collection of poems by Kenneth
Steven published by SPCK.  A stunning collection of
wonderfully sensitive and accessible poems for those
who know Scotland, and love it.

Jack Draws Anything (publisher Hodder) ;  Six year
old Jack Henderson shows how little people can do
a whole lot of good.  For the Sick Kids Friends
Foundation (justgiving.com/jackdrawsanything).

Edinburgh City Council is consulting widely in a street
lighting strategy.  The style of lights used in a
conservation village such as ours can impact
significantly on the village.  DVCS will be responding
to the consultation (by 16 December), and would be
happy to have your comments to include. The draft
strategy can be viewed on the Council’s website
www.edinburgh.gov.uk and search  Edinburgh
Lighting Strategy.

CITY LIGHTS
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On the Friday 29th August 2010 Kathryn Wilkinson
of The Causeway, married Graeme Hickman at
Duddingston Kirk. The sun shone on the happy
couple and the Wilkinsons have many memories of
a happy day and many wonderful photos taken in Dr
Neil’s Garden.

AND NOW – KISS THE BRIDE!



Alec Wright died suddenly, but peacefully, at Liberton
Hospital, on Sunday, October 30.  Alec was born and
brought up at Causewayside, not so very far away from
where he spent the last years of his life.  His first job after
leaving school was on a bicycle as a butcher’s delivery
boy, but by the age of 15 Alec was working in the pits.

In the 1930s his family moved to the new houses that had
been built at Craigmiller. Alec managed to get a job with
the railway but still working with coal at the coalbank at St
Margaret’s Depot. Work was hard but Alec was never afraid
of hard work!

During the war he signed up, falsifying his age so that he
could get into the Royal Navy where he served his country
mine sweeping in the Mediterranean to allow access to
Palestine in the Middle East. After the war Alec returned to
the railway and worked there until 1966. Alec’s last
employment was at Lilywhites in Princess Street where he
was a driver and despatch man. This was a job Alec
enjoyed. Alec worked there until he took retirement at the
age of 63 years.

Alec met Myra at the Jewel Welfare Hall - at the dancing.
Myra fell for Alec’s Naval uniform! Romance blossomed and
they were married in 1950 at Bristo Memorial church. That
was 61 years past and Paddock readers will remember the
lovely happy photo of the couple on the front page of our
Spring 2010 edition. A congratulatory telegram from the
Queen on the occasion of their Diamond Wedding
Anniversary proudly hangs on their living room wall.

It was over 20 years ago that Alec and Myra came to live in
Duddingston. One of Alec’s passions was fishing which he
enjoyed in the company of their son Angus.  He also had a
good eye for horse flesh and placed a bet every Saturday
using his old ship’s number J290 as a nom de plume.

Alec was a quiet and lovely man. He never had a bad word
to say of anyone.  In his later years Alec was confined to the
house with his TV and his love of quiz shows, but he saw the
life of the village through the webcam at the window, and of
course heard all the news from his life’s companion, Myra.

Rev Jim Jack

We were all sorry in these last few months to lose
both Alec and Peggy McDermaid who died just a few
weeks apart after having spent many happy years
living in The Causeway.

Alec and Peggy met in 1955 and married five years
later.  They came to Duddingston in 1965 and for 40
years we in the village enjoyed their friendship and
chat.  They are both much missed.  They loved dogs
and after losing their own beagle Sammy they
adopted Bruno, and Alec walked him regularly. They
also loved Heidi (Cath and Jim’s dog – sadly no longer
with us) and were never happier than when they had
a dog in their company. Though they had no children
of their own, they enjoyed the company of young
people and took an active interest in all they did.  ‘Alex
and Peg were honorary parents and grand parents
to us’ said Cathy Wilkinson, ‘They had so much time
for me and the girls. We miss them very much. They
took a special interest in the girls growing up and
being able to see Kathryn married gave them one of
the happiest and most memorable days in the last
years of their lives.’ 

They travelled widely when this was less common,
and enjoyed touring Scotland by car.  Peggy learned
silversmithing and lapidary and was very successful
making pieces for family and friends. Alec just loved
people and they were very happy in the village.

Peggy and Alec always appreciated the many
kindnesses and support they received. As their health
failed, help was always offered and gratefully
accepted. Sadly Peggy had a stroke and developed
Vascular Dementia. This was very difficult for Alec
but all the family greatly appreciated the unstinting
affection and practical help that their neighbours
provided.

Cathy Wilkinson and Sheila Fletcher

PEGGY AND ALEC ALEC WRIGHT
OBITUARIES
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Conservation Society members will have been
saddened to hear of the death of one of our earliest
life members, Dr Grant McIntosh. Dr McIntosh was
Chairman of the Society when the first Holy Rood
High school was built.  He lived just opposite the
school with his wife Grace - the house they came to
when they returned from the Congo in 1963.  Dr
McIntosh had a remarkable career in medicine both
in Africa and in Scotland.  He  became a member of
the Duddingston Village Preservation Society in
1967, was appointed Chairman in 1969 and became
a life member in 1971.

Dr McIntosh, in his capacity as Chairman, was closely
involved in the first school planning inquiry and put
much effort into discussions with the Council at that
time.  But his duties also brought him more
pleasurable events and, when the Scottish Wildlife
Trust acquired Bawsinch Nature Reserve, he much
enjoyed meeting the birdlife artist Peter Scott.

Lindsay Crofts

Professor Guy Oddie, resident of Duddingston Village
for more than 40 years, died on 29th June 2011 aged
89. He had an illustrious career as an architect with the
Ministry of Education, the University Grants Committee,
as a consultant for OECD advising on educational
building internationally.  In 1971 he came to Edinburgh
as the Robert Adam Professor of Architecture.

He was born in County Durham in 1922 into a lower
middle class family living in straightened circumstances.
His father was largely absent throughout his childhood.
His mother, however, had aspirational ambitions for her
son and believed firmly in the dictum that a man’s reach
should exceed his grasp. She considered the
foundations for this lay, amongst others, in speaking in
received English pronounciation which proved a
handicap in his early schooling with friends speaking a
Geordie dialect. An excellent account of Guy’s life is
given in his memoirs, (‘Inspired by Lutyens’ pub 2010
and reviewed by Roger Mercer in the March 2010
Paddock). These show how Guy progressively
broadened his horizons, and largely self-taught,
cultivated a wide knowledge of art, literature, music and
science.

Guy took early retirement in 1980 and this brought much
personal satisfaction.  He said from then he became
younger and happier every day, and regarded himself
as “the luckiest man in the world to have lived in
Duddingston Village surrounded by the very best of
neighbours and friends”.

This time also brought the pain of the loss of his beloved
wife, Mabel, in 1989. Together he and Mabel learnt fly
fishing and, until Mabel’s increasing frailty made it
difficult, enjoyed a full social life with concerts, visits to
friends in Europe and North America and developing a
beautiful garden. They designed and planned a new
home adjacent to that which Guy had built in 1970 and
they moved to this in 1982.

Guy’s interests were wide. He was talented and civilised.
He loved gatherings where talk was brisk and amusing
and people full of life. He liked style and dash. His
erudition was not superficial and his influence on those
with whom he shared his knowledge of art, music and
literature could be transformational. His close neighbour
of more than 40 years, Ann Roger, herself a literature
scholar of distinction, would frequently remark that she
wished she had had a tutor like Guy. His step grand-
daughter Jane, a senior administrator at Toronto
University, observed that, when she was a teenager,
he opened her eyes to the possibilities offered by wide
study and exploring old and new ideas critically.

GUY ODDIE
He was intellectually formidable, at times aggressive,and
he hated doctrine and political correctness with a
doctrinaire tenacity. He could, however, recognise and
regret his occasional intolerance.

He remained well and active until at 86 years of age,
shortly before a planned sea journey to North America,
he had a stroke. Although increasingly frail thereafter,
he remained determined to stay in his home. His energies
became focused on his memoirs which, with the help of
friends and family, were published last year. The
organisational skills of his step grand-daughters Jane
and Anne from Toronto ensured that his wish to remain
at home was faithfully followed. He continued to enjoy
visits from old and young friends and neighbours, never
losing his ability to be engaging as well as challenging.
He had always entertained friends with his verses, and
these continued reflecting wistfully on his life as well as
commenting more ascerbically on social and other ills.

On the morning he died he was in his favourite armchair
looking through the sitting room window at his beautiful
garden. Jane and the devoted carers from Lyndoch were
with him. He had commented the previous day to a visitor
of his miraculous good fortune in choosing to live in
Duddingston Village.

The memory he leaves with friends and neighbours is of
a quite unique and memorable individual.

Mike Godman

GRANT MCINTOSH

OBITUARIES
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MESSAGES FROM OUR ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES
COUNCILLOR EWAN AITKEN COUNCILLOR GARY PEACOCK

COUNCILLOR STEFAN TYMKEWYCZ

One of the great things about representing
Duddingston Village is that there is always something
going on.  On Saturday, I had the great pleasure of
joining the Duddingston Field Group as they started
tree planting in the field above the village.  There is
much to be done as their ideas for the field are taken
forward, but there is also a great deal of enthusiasm
for the project and I certainly found it both educational
and fun.  My only disappointment was that I couldn’t
stay for a pint at the Sheep Heid.

Tomorrow the report on Traffic in Duddingston Village
will come forward to the Transport, Infrastructure and
Environment Committee of the Council.  Having
chaired the Working Group which produced the
report, I believe it brings forward proposals which
will improve the situation for residents of the village. 
The two main proposals are that there will be a
consultation on further traffic calming along The
Causeway to reduce the attractiveness of the route
and a request by the City Council to Historic Scotland
to introduce a 20mph limit throughout Holyrood Park. 
Along with the ban on commercial vehicles using the
Park, the hope is that these measures will reduce
the number of vehicles using the low road through
the park and the streets in Duddingston Village.  It is
also to be hoped that it will make the Park more
attractive for the many people who walk and cycle
there.
In conclusion, I should like to take this opportunity to
wish all readers of The Paddock a blessed Christmas
and a happy New Year.

I was delighted to attend the tree planting ceremony
in The Field on Saturday 26th November and plant a
couple of trees. The weather was quite amazing for
the time of year.  Well done to everyone involved in
getting this excellent community led initiative off the
ground!

At the time of writing, the Council’s Transport,
Infrastructure and Environment Committee, which I
am a member of, was due to meet the following day
with a report on traffic in the village heading the
agenda.  Hopefully the report’s recommendations will
help ease the traffic flow, especially during the busy
rush hours.

As a member of Lothian and Borders Police Board I
am pleased to report that once again crime statistics
are down locally, across Edinburgh and Scotland as
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There is no doubt that traffic remains the big issue in
the village and I continue to do what I can make sure
the voice of the village is heard.  It remains a cause
of great sadness to me that all the energy of so many
is drawn into an issue that has such negative
consequences, energy that could be so creatively
used otherwise.  But the village is blessed to have
so many committed to stand firm and speak out.

I have been supporting in whatever way I can (mostly
around getting an affordable lease), the work on the
field at Meadowfield/Duddingston, known by many
as the “horsefield” . Negotiations are progressing and
the plans are taking shape so my congratulations to
those involved for your efforts so far.

I continue to work on the issue of litter around
Holyrood high school and the surrounding streets and
park areas.  I know that the school has done a great
deal, but there remains a serious issue.  In some
senses it seems an impossible task (and not just in
the area of the village but all over the city!) to get
some folk to stop dropping litter, but I will persevere!

For those of who don’t know, I am not standing in
the upcoming Council elections in May -  but between
now and then I will continue to do all I can to be the
representative you would want for your community.

Finally can I wish all of you the very best for the
Christmas season and a happy and healthy New
Year.

a whole.  Currently crime is at a 35 year low!
However, there are still areas were we can do better.

On a personal note, following my charity cycle ride
over Scotland’s 30 highest roads during the summer,
I was through in Glasgow to present a cheque for
£500 for The Children of Chernobyl to Jim Gillies,
author of the book ‘To Chernobyl With Love’, who is
now in Ukraine at Malin Hospital, near Chernobyl.

And finally, as we approach the festive season I would
like to take this opportunity to wish everyone a very,
merry, happy Christmas and a prosperous New Year.
May all your hopes and wishes come true!

As always, please do not hesitate to contact me at
the City Chambers on 0131 529 3277.



I am delighted that we have finally been able to
complete our new church gathering space, now
called the Miller Hall. The new hall is located in the

Manse garden near the Kirk.
It provides us with a new
facility to be used either in
conjunction with the Kirk or
the garden. My hope is that
this new facility becomes
one that the community can
use to bring good times and
good things.

As our friends and
neighbours Liz and I invite
YOU to come along on
Sunday 11th December 3-
4pm to see the hall and to

enjoy a time together. YOU are invited and will be
made most welcome.

Rev Dr Jack

Christmas time is not just for little children- it’s for big
children too! A few years ago at the Kirk we had a
whole Christmas service given to a nativity play.
Nothing unusual there!
Except all the characters in
the play were adults.
Afterwards many commented
how meaningful the story was
and how we have become so
used to seeing children play
the rolls that we forget that
the original Christmas story
was about real people who
were all adults apart from the
baby Jesus.

The Christmas story has
been told and retold over the
last 2000 years. At its core it’s a story of new
beginnings, of the newness of birth and the possibility
of a new relationship with God and each other.
Christmas has become a time of hope, of expectation
of good times and good things.

A MESSAGE FROM THE KIRK

Sunday 4th December 10-am & 11.30am   Give a Day’s Pay for Christian Aid
Sunday 11th December 10am & 11.30am    Christmas Gift Service
Sunday 18th December 11am Nine Lessons & Carols Service
                   5pm Candlelight Service with Sunday Club
Wednesday 21st December        10am Parent & Toddler Christmas Service
Saturday 24th December           11.30pm Watchnight Service - carols from 11pm
Sunday 25th December 11am                     Christmas Day Family Service

Dear Neighbours
May I share with you a letter which
I recently sent to our local
Councillors on a matter which is of
concern to us all – litter.

The new Neighbourhood Pride
Initiative is a welcome start but I fear
it will not succeed.  Probably one of
the major causes of litter in
Edinburgh is school children and
they are untouchable.  Educating
children in the city about litter has
failed and we are  still not prepared
to use the stick.  We simply cannot
expect a 15 year old to suddenly
change his/her habits on attaining 16
years of age.  I recently invited a
bunch of kids outside the ‘tuck shop’
in Duddingston Village to pick up their
litter - I cannot repeat their response
but one youngster actually thought

he was doing society a favour by keeping
a warden in a job!

I can see no reason why children,
(through their parents if necessary)
cannot be fined - they and their parents
will soon learn when their pocket is hurt. 
I understand the argument that if they
do not pay their fine it means going to
court and that no one wants a child to
have a criminal record at a tender age. 
Rubbish (excuse the pun).  They should
be fined after their first year at school -
that should give the educationalist an
opportunity to teach them.  Thereafter,
they should be subject to the same rules
as the rest of us.  If they refuse to pay
then it must be a court case.  Their
‘criminal record’ will be no more harmful
to them in future than a parking fine will
be in later years.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

KIRK SERVICES IN DECEMBER

My three granddaughters go to a primary
school outside Edinburgh and part of
their learning is to actually go into their
local school area periodically and pick
up litter - they see it as a contribution to
their environment and their society with
the result that they never drop litter.

I believe our litter wardens should be out
and about applying fines rather than
picking up rubbish - that way we might
have a cleaner city, and eventually
operate with fewer wardens.  It should be
a win-win solution for our environment and
our rates in these dire economic times.
 With kindest regards

 JIM DEVIN
 5 Duddingston House Courtyard
 123 Milton Road West
 EH15 1JG
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We are delighted to see the doors
of the Sheep Heid open again, after
an extensive renovation which has
lifted its rather dark interior and
provided a light and airy eating
space – without losing the pub’s
character – or the quality of its ales!

You will have seen a dedicated
band of workmen working into –
and through – the night to get the
Sheep Heid open again for
business.  The frontage has been
freshened, without spoiling its
character, with excellent free-hand
painted signs on the front and side
walls in what we might term
‘discreet and appropriate signage’.
The new Sheep Heid above the
door does seem to have come from
a flock of giants though!

Welcome – and well done – to the
new manager, David Jardine, and
his staff, who used the closure time
to train some new hands,  develop
new menus and generally get ready
for a busy time ahead.

And on Wednesday 23rd November
the girls of the village (36 of us)
decided to put the manager and
staff to the test!  I can report that
we were warmly welcomed, well
fed, comfortably seated – and (I
think) not too noisy!

SHEEP HEID OPENS ITS DOORS TO A NEW
VILLAGE PUB AND KITCHEN EATING EXPERIENCE

“Taste your way around the
Sheep Heid range of Ales. Here
at The Sheep Heid Inn we can’t
think of a better way to make the
most of our great British drink,
with its broad spectrum of
flavours, styles and strengths.

What’s more, deciding which of
our carefully sourced beers to
choose will no longer be a
problem. Thanks to our nifty little
sampling board and its trio of
third-pint glasses, you can now
treat your tastebuds to a tour of
our brews for the price of a pint.

Kick back, unwind and serve your
own lip-smacking Sunday lunch

around the table with our big,
tasty platters - while we take care
of all the washing up.

From £10.50 each for adults
(and £5.50 a head for the kids),
you can help yourself to:
- A platter piled high with tender
roasted meats
- Fluffy, homemade Yorkshires
- Big bowls of crisp roasties
and veg
- Lashings of gravy served in
your own jug

When it comes to supper time,
we think our fixed-price menus
hit the spot. That’s because at
The Sheep Heid Inn we’ve
mastered the art of ‘eating in’ out,
if you catch our drift. Just pop in
anytime from 6pm Sunday to
Tuesday, pick a spot by the fire
and tuck into two courses of pure
cosiness for just £12.95. Or, if
you have space, three courses
for £15.95.

For details visit http://
www.thesheepheidedinburgh.co.uk
or just read the menu outside.”

Please register as members of the DVCS.  Your support will help us continue to work for the benefit of the
conservation area:
Name(s)…………………………………………………………………………………...............................................
Please give separately all names of those over 16 in the household who wish to be members

Address…………………………………………………………………………...........................................................

E mail address…………………………………………………………………….......................................................
And return to any committee member, or to the Secretary at 6 Old Church Lane.
Optional - I would like to make a voluntary contribution to the Society of £…………I would like the donation to be
treated as a gift for gift aid purposes.

MEMBERSHIP REGISTRATION - DUDDINGSTON VILLAGE CONSERVATION SOCIETY

Come and enjoy an evening with neighbours at the Sheep Heid skittles
alley on the evening of Saturday January 7th.  Children welcome from
7-8.30 pm, and the rest of the evening given over to the adults.  All are
welcome.   Organiser Steve Harvey

AND WHAT ARE THEY OFFERING?

COME SKITTLE ON THE 7th!
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